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narrow boundariesof the domains of sensethat constitute their peculiar foundation.
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For the animal organisrn,the relations of the different parts of its own body to one another, and of
physicalobjectsto thesedifferent parts, are prim'arily
of the greatestimportance. Upon theserelations is
basedits systemof physiologicalsensationsof space.
More complicated conditions of life, in which the
simple and direct satisfactionof needsis impossible,
result in an augmentation of intelligence. The
physical, and particularly the spati'al, behavior of
bodies tou,ard one another may then acquirea mediate and indirect interest far transcendingour interest in our momentary sensations. In this way, a
spatial image of the world is created, at first instinctively, then in the practical arts, ar-rdfinally
scientifically,in the form of geometry. The mutual
relations of bodies are geometricalin so far as they
"
are determinedby sensationsof space,or find their
expressionin such sensations. Just as without sensationsof heat there would have been no theory of
heat, so also without sensations of space there
would be no geometry; but both the theory of heat
and the theory of geometry stand additionally in
need of erpericnces concerning bod'ies; that is to
say, both must pursue their inquiries beyond the

TnB R6r.n or Boores.
Isotated sensations have indefend,ent significance
only in the lowest stagesof animal life; as, for example,in reflex motions, in the removal of somedisagreeableirritation of the skin, in the snapping reflex of the frog, etc. In the higher stages,attention
is directed,not to space-sensation
alone,but to those
intricate and intimate compleresof other sensations
with space-sensations
which we call bodies. Bodies
arouseour interest; they are the objectsof our activities. But the character of our activities is coincidently determinedby the place of.the body, whether
near or far, whether above or below, etc.,-in other
words, by the space-sensations
characterizing that
body. The mode of reaction is thus determined by
which the body can be reached,whether by extending the arms, by taking few or many steps, by
hurling missiles,or what not. The quantity of sensitive elementswhich a body excites,the number of
placeswhich it covers,that is to say, the ztolame of.
the body, is, all other things being the same, proportional to its capacity for satisfying our needs,
and possesses
a consequentbiological import. Although our sensationsof sight and touch are primarily producedonly by the surfacesof bodies,neverthelesspowerful associationsimpel especiallyprimitive man to imagine more, or, as he thinks, to per-
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which he is in some measure familiar. It requires
considerablepower of abstraction to bring to consciousnessthe fact that we perceive the surfaces
only of. bodies,-a power which cannot be ascribed
to primitive man.
Of importancein this regard are also the peculiar
distinctizte shapes of ob1'ectsof prey and utility.
Certain definite forms, that is, certain specificcombinations of space-sensations,
which man learns to
know through intercourse with his environment,
are unequivocallycharacterizedeven by purely physiological features. The straight line and the plane
are distinguished from all other forms by their
physiological simplicity, as are likewise the circle
and the sphere. The affinity of symmetric and
geometrically similar forms is revealed by purely
physiologicalproperties. The variety of shapeswith
which we are acquaintedfrorn our physiologicalexperienceis far from being inconsiderable. Finally,
through employment with bodily objects, physicat
experiencealso contributesits quota of wealth to the
general store.
Tnn NorroN oF CoNsrANcy.
Crude physical experience impels us to attribute
to bodies a ceftdin constancy. Unless there are special reasonsfor not doing so, the sameconstancyis
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also ascribedto the individual attributes of the complocus "body";1 thus we also regard the oolor, hardness,shape,etc., of the body as constant; and particularly we look upon the body as constant wi,th
respect to space, as indestructible. This assump
tion of spatial constancy, of. spotial substantiality,
finds its direct expressionin geometry. Our physiological and psychological organization is independently predisposedto emphasizeconstancy; for general physicalconstanciesmust necessarilyhave found
lodgment in our organization, which is itself physical, while in the adaptation of the speciesvery definite physical constancieswere at work. Inasmuch
as memory revives the imagesof bodies,before perceived, in their original forms and dimensions, it
supplies the condition for the recognition of the
same bodies, thus furnishing the first foundation
for the impression of constancy. But geometry is
additionally in need of certain ind,ividual experiences.
Let a body K moye away from an observer.r4 by
being suddenly transported from the environment
FGH to the envirOnmentMNO.
To the optical
observerA the body K decreasesin size and assumes
generally a different form. But to an optical observerB, who moves along with K and who always
retains the same position with respectto K, K rernains unaltered. An analogous sensation is experienced by the tactuoJ obsm)er, although the perISee ny Analgsie ol the Seneatdongintroductory
ohapter.

-t
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spectivediminution is here wanting for the reason
that the senseof touch is not a telepathicsense.The
experiences of. A and B must now be harmonized
and their contradictionseliminated,-a requirement
which becomesespeciallyimperative when th,esayne
observerplays alternately the parts of A and of.B.
And the only method by which they can be harmonized is, to attribute to K certain constantspatial
properties independentlyof its position with respect
to other bodies. The s.pace-sensations
determined
by K in the observerA are recognizedas depended
on other space-sensations
(the position of K with
respectto the body of the observerl).
But these
same space-sensations
determined by K in A are
ind,ependentof other space-sensationgcharacterizing the p,ositionof K with respect to B, or with respectto FGH.. .MNO. In this independence
lies
the constancy with which we are here concerned.
The fundamental assumption of geometry thus
reposeson an erperience, although on one of an
idealizedkind.
'

Tun Nouon or Rtcrorry.
fn order that the experrencein question may assume palpable and perfectly determinate form, the
body K must be a so*calledrigid body. If the spacesensationsassociatedwith three distinct acts of
sense-perception
remain unaltered, then the condition is given for the invariability of the entire complexus of space-$ensations
determined by a rigid
body. This determination of .the space-sensations
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produced by a body by means of. three space-sensational elements accordingly characterizes the rigid
body, from the point of view of the physiology of
the senses.And this holds good for both the visual
and the tactual sense. In so doing we are not thinking of the physical conditions of rigidity (in defining which we should be compelledto enter different sensory domains), but merely of the fact
given to our spatial sense. Indeed, we are now regarding every body as rigid which possessesthe
property assigned, even liquids, so long as their
parts are not in mbtion with respectto one another.
Pgvsrcar, OnrcrN oF GEoMETRY.
Correct as the oft-repeated asseverationis that
geometry is concerned,not with physical, but with
ideal objects,it neverthelesscannot be doubted that
geometry has sprung from the interest centering in
the spatial relations of.physical bod.ies. It bears the
distinctestmarks of this origin, and the courseof its
developmentis fully intelligible only on a consideration of this fact. Our knowledge of the spatial
behavior of bodies is based upon a comparison of
the space-sensationsproduced by them. Without the least artificial or scientificassistancewe acquire abundant experienceof space. We can judge
approximately whether rigid bodies which we perceive alongside one another in different positions at
different distances,will, when brought successi.aely
into the same position, produce approximately the
same or dissimilar space-sensations. We know
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fairly well whether one body will coincide with
?nother,-s,'hether a pole lying flat on the ground
will reach to a certain height. Our sensationsof
space are, however, subject to physiological circumstances,which can never be absolutely identical
for the members compared. In every case, rigorously viewed, a memory-traceof a sensationis necessarily comparedwith a real sensation. If, therefore, it is a question of the exact spatial relationship of bodiesto one another, we must provide characteristicsthat dependas little as possibleon physiological conditions,which are so difficult to control.
MBasunBrurNr.
This is accomplished by comparing bod,ies with
bodies. Whether a body I coincideswith another
body B, whether it can be made to occupy exactly
the spacefilled by the other-that is, whether under
like circumstancesboth bodies produce the same
space-sensations-canbe estimated with great precision. We regard such bodies as spatially or geonletrically equal in every respect,-{.s cotugruent.
The character of the sensations is here no longer
authoritative; it is now solely a question of their
lf both bodies are rigid
equolity or inequality.
bodies, \Mecan apply to the secondbody B all the
experienceswhich we have gathered in connection
with the first, more convenient, and more easily
We shall revert
transportable, star;f,ard body A.
that
it
neither
necessary
is
later to the circumstance
nor possibleto employ a specialbody of comparison,
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or standard, for every body. The most convenient
bodies of comparison, though applicable only after
a crude fashion,-bodies whose invariance during
transportation we always have before our eyes,are our hancls and feet, out unns and legs. The
names of the oldest measuresshow distinctly that
originally we made our measurementswith hands'breadths, forearms (ells), feet (paces), etc. Nothing but a period of greater eractitude in measurement began with the introduction of conventio'nal
and carefully preserved physical standards; the
principle remains the same. The measure enables
us to comparebodies which are diffrcult to move or
are practically immovable.
Trrn R6r,e on Vor,urun.
As has been remarked, it is not the spatial, but
predominantlythe material, propertiesof bodiesthat
possessthe strongest interest. This fact certainly
finds expressionevett in the beginnings of geometry.
The aolurne of a body is instinctively taken into account as representing the quantity of its material
properties,and so comes'to form an object of. contcntion long before its geometric properties receive
anything approachingto profound consideration. It
is here, however, that the comparison,the measurement of volumes acquires its initial import, and
thus takes its place among the first and most important problems of primitive geometry.
The first measurementsof volume were doubtless
of liquids and fruit, and were made with hollow
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measures. The object was to ascertainconveniently
the quantity of like matter, or the quantity (number)
of homogeneous,similarly shaped (identical) Dodies. 'Ihus, conversely,the capacityof a store-room
(granary) was in all likelihood originally estimated
by the quantity or number of homogeneousbodies
which it was capableof containing. The measurement of volume by a unit of volume is in all prob.
ability a much later conception,and can only have
developedon a higher stag'eof abstraction. Estimates of areas were also doubtlessmade frorn the
nuntber of fruit-bearing or useful plants which a
field would accommodate,or from the quantity of
seedthat could be sown o'n it; or possiblyalso from
the labor which such work required.
MBesunnuENT oF Sunrecns.
The measurementof a surface by a surface was
readily and obviously suggestedin this connection
when fields of the samesize and shapelay near one
arrother. There one could scarcely doubt that the
field made up of n fields of the same size and form
possessedalso ru-fold agricultural value. We shall
not be inclined to underrate the significanceof this
intellectual step when we considerthe errors in the
measurementof areas which the Egyptiansl arrd
even the Roman agrintensore( commonly committed.
I Eisenlohr, Ein matheqati,sches Eanilbuch
PapErus Bkdnil,, I'eipaic, 7877.

der alten Aeglp'

ter:

'M.

Cantor, Die rdmiscken Agrdmensoren, Leipsic, 1875.
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Even with a people so splendidly endowed with
geometrical talent as the Greeks, and in so late a
period, we meet with the sporadicexpressionof the
idea that surfaces having equal perimeters are
equal in area.t When the Persian "Overman,"
Xerxes,'wishedto count the army which was his to
destroy, and which he drove under the lash across
the Hellespont against the Greeks, he adopted the
following procedure. Ten thousand men were
drawn up closely packedtogether. The area which
they coveredwas surroundedwith an enclosure,and
each successivedivision of the army, or rather, each
successiveherd of slaves,that rvas driven into and
filled the pen, countedfor another ten thousand. We
meet here with the converseapplicationof the idea
by which a surface is measured by the quantity
(number) of eEral, identicol, immedi.a'telyadjacent
bodieswhich coaer it, In abstracting,first instinctively and then consciously,from the height of these
bodies,the transition is made to measuring surfaces
by meansof a unit of surface. The analogousstep
to measuring volumes by volume demands a far
more practiced, geometrically-flisciplined intuition.
It is effectedlater, and is even at this day less easy
to the masses.
Ar-r- MnesuREMENTsv Boorns.
The oldest estimatesof long distances,which were
computed by days' journeys, hours of travel, etc.,
r Thucyclitles, VL, 1
2 Herodotus, YIL, 22, 56, 103, 223,
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were based doubtlessupon the effort, labor, and er<penditure of time necessaryfor covering these distances,. But when lengths are measuredby the repeated application of the hand, the foot, the arm,
the rod, or the chain, then, accurately viewed, the
measurementis made by the enumeration of like
bodies, and we have again really a measurernent
by volume. The singularity of this conceptionwill
disappearin the courseof this exposition. If, now,
we abstract,first instinctively and then consciously,
from the two transverse dimensions of the bodies
empl'oyed in the enumeration, we reach the measuring of a line by a line.
A surface is commonly defined as the boundary
of a space. Thus, the surface of a metal sphere
is the boundary between the metal and the air; it
is not part either of the metal o,r of the air; two
dimensio,nsonly are ascribed to it. Analogously,
the one-dimensionalline is the boundary of a surface; for example, the equator is the boundary of
the surface of a hemisphere. The dimensionless
point is the boundary of a line; for example,of the
arCof a circle. A point, by its motion, generates a
one-dimensionalline, a line a two-dimensionalsurface, and a surface a three-dimensional solid space.
No difficulties are presentedby this conceptto minds
at all skilled in abstraction. It suffers, howwer,
from the drawback that it does not exhibit, but on
the contrary artificially conceals, the natural and
actual way in whi8h the abstractions have been
reached. A ceftain discomfort'is therefore felt
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when the attempt is made frpm this point of view
to define the measure of surface or unit of area
after the measurement of lengths has been discussed.t
A more homogeneousconception is reached if
eaer! measurement be regarded as a counting of
space by means of immediately ad,jacent, spatially
irlentical, or at least hypothetically identical, bodies,
whether we be concernedwith volumes, with sur'
faces, or with lines. Surfaces may be regarded as
corporeal sheets, having everywhere the same constant thickness which we may make small at will,
aanishingly small; lines, as strings or threads of
constant,vanishingly small thickness. A point then
becomesa small corporeal spacefrom the extension
of which we purposely abstract, whether it be part
of another space,of a surface, or of a line. The
bodies employed in the enumerationmay be of any
smallnessor any form which conforms to our needs.
Nothing preventsour idealizing in the usual manner
these images, reachedin the natural way indicated,
by simply leaving out of account the thickness of
the sheetsand the threads.
The usual and somewhat timid mode of presenting the fundamental notions of geometry is doubtless due to the fact that the infinitesimal method
which freed mathematics frorn the historical and
accidentalshacklesof its early elementaryform, did
I dltler, Anschanrng anil Denken dn iler Geometrde, Leipsio,
1900, p. 18. W. KiJling Einfiihrung in ilie Grunillagen ilcr
Geometrde,Pailerborn, 1898, II., p. 22 et seq.
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not begin to influence geometry until a later period
of development, and that the frank and natural
alliance of geometry with the physical scienceswas
not restored until still later, through Gauss. But
why the elements shall not now partake of the
advantagesof our better insight, is not to be clearly
seen. Even Leibnitz adverted to the fact that it
would be more rational to begin with the solid in
our geometricaldefinitions.t
Moruor or Iwuvrsrsr-ns.
The measurementof spaces,surfaces,and lines by
meansoI sol'idsis a conceptionfrom which our refined geometrical methods have beco,meentirely
estranged. Yet this idea is not merely the forerunner of the present idealized methods, but it plays
an important part in the psychology of geometry,
and we find it still powerfully active at a late period
of developmentin the workshopof the investigators
and inventors in this domain.
Cavalieri's Method of Indivisibles appears best
through this idea. Taking his own
comprehensible
o
illustration, let us consider the surfacesto be cornpared (the quadratures) as covered with equidistant parallel threads of any number we will, after
the manner of the warp of woven fabrics, and the
spacesto be compared (the cubatures) as filled with
parallel sheets of paper. The total length of the
r Letter to Vitale Giordano, Ledbnipensmathematisch'eSolndftero, eclitetl by Gerharclt, Section f., VoI. I., page 199.
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threads may then serve as measureof the surfaces,
and the total area of the sheets as measure of the
ztolutnes,and the accuracy of the measurementmay
be carried to any point lve wish. The number of
lihe equidistantbodies,if closeenough together and
of the right form, can just as well furnish the numerical measuresof surfaces and solid spacesas
the number of identical bodies absolutely covering
the surfacesor absolutelyfilling the spaces. If we
causethesebodies to shrink until they becomelines
(straight lines) or until they become surfaces
(planes), we shall obtain the division of surfaces
into surface-elementsand of spacesinto space-elements, and coincidently the customary measurement of surfacesby surfacesand of spacesby spaces.
Cavalieri's defective exposition, which was not
adaptedto the state of the geometry of his time, has
evoked from the historians of geometry some very
harsh criticisms of his beautiful and prolific procedure.' The fact that a Hulmholtz, his critical judgment yielding in an unguardedmoment to his fancy,
could, in his great youthful work,' regard a surface
as the sum of the lines (ordinates) containedin it,
is merely proof of ttre great clepthto which this original, natural conceptionreaches,and of the facility
with which it reassertsitself.
r Weissenborn, Principien der hijheren Ana,lysis in ihrer
Entwi,ckelung. Halle, 1856. Gerharclt, Ilnlilcakung d,er Anatlor Mulke'matth.
lgsi,s. Halle, 1855, p. 18. Cantor, Geschi,chtrc
Leipsic, 1892, II. Bal.
'Eetnholtz,

Erholtung iler Kraft.

Berlin, 1847, p. 14.
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The following simple illustration of Cavalieri's
method may be helpful to readers not thoroughly
conversant with geometry. Imagine a right circuIar cylinder of horizontal basecut out of a stack of
paper sheets resting on a table and conceive inscribed in the cylinder a cone of the same base and
altitude. While the sheetscut out by the cylinder
are all equal, those forming the cone increasein size
as the squaresof their distancesfrom the vertex.
Now from elementary geometry we know that the
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thread of the rectanglewill be divided into two parts,
of which that lying outside the parabola is proportional to l. Therefore, the area outside the parabola is to the total area of the rectanglepreciselyas
is the aolume of the cone to that of the cylinder,
viz,, as r is to 3.
It is significant of the naturalnessof Cavalieri's
view that the writer of these lines, hearing of the
higher geometry when a student at the Gymnasium,
but without any training in it, lighted on very similar conceptions,-2 performance not attended with
any difficulty in the nineteenthcentury. By the aid
of thesehe madea number of little discoveries,which
were of coursealready long known, found Guldin's
theorem, calculatedsome of Kepler's solids of rotation, etc.
Pnectrcer. OnrcrN or Gnourrny.

Flc. 8.

volume of such a cone is one-third that of the cylinder. This result may be appliedat onceto the quadrature of the parabola (Fig. 3). Let a rectangle be
described about aportion of a parabola, its sides coinciding with the axis and the tangent to the curve
at the origin. Coqceivingthe rectangleto be covered
with a system of threads running parallel to y, every

We have then, first, the general experience that
moztablebodiesexist, to which, in spite of their mobility, a certain spatial constancyin the senseabove
described,a permanentlyid,enticalproperty, mustbe
property which constitutes the
attributed,-a
foundation of all notions of measurement. But in
addition to this there has beengatheredinstinctively,
in the pursuit of the trades and the arts, a considerable variety of. special experiences, which have
contributed their share to the developmentof geometry. Appearing in part in unexpected fornr, in
part harmonizing with one another, and sometimes,
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ting, the ornamentalthemesemployedconsist of the
simplest geometrical forms. For such forms, like
the drawings of our children, correspondbest to
their simplified, typical, schematicconceptionof the
objectswhich they are desirousof representing and

when incautiously applied, even becoming involved
in what appears to be paradoxical contradictions,
these experiencesdisturb the course of thought and
incite it to the pursuit of the orderly logical connection of theseexperiences. We shall now devoteour
attentionto someof theseprocesses.
Even though the well known statementof Hetodotus' were wanting, in which he ascribesthe origin
of geometry to land-surveying among the Egyptians; and eventhough the accountwere totally lost'z
which Eudemushas left regardingthe early history
of geometry,and which is known to us from an extract in Proclus, it would be impossiblefor us to
doubt that a pre-scientificperiod of geometry existed. The first geometrical knowledge was acquired accidentallyand without design by way of
practicalexperience,
and in connectionwith the most
varied employments. It was gainedat a time when
the scientifrcspirit, or interestin the interconnection
in question,was bnt little develof the experiences
oped. This is plain even in our meagerhistory of
the"leginnings of geometry, but still more so in the
history of primitive civilizationat large,rvheretechnical geometrical appliancesare known to have existed at so early and barbaric a day as to exclude
absolutely the assumption of scientific effort.
A1l savagetribes practicethe art of weaving, and
here, as in their drawing, painting, and wood-cut-

it is also these forms that are most easily produced
with their primitive implementsand lack of manual
dexterity. Such an ornament consisting of a series
of similarly shapedtrianglesalternatelyinverted,or
of a seriesof parallelograms(Fig. +), clearly suggeststhe idea,that the sum of the three anglesof a
triangle, when their vertices are placed together,
makes up tw'o right angles. Also this fact could
not possibly have escapedthe clay and stone workers of Assyria, Egypt, Greece,etc., in constructing
their mosaics and pavements from differently colored stonesof the sameshape. The theorem of the
Pythagoreans that thd plane space about a point
can be completely filled by only three regular polygons, viz., by six equilateral triangles, by four
squares,and by three regular ltexagons, points to
the samesource.' A like origin of this truth is revealedalso in the early Greek method of demonstrat-

I Eeroitrotus, If,, 109. .l
'James Gow, A Short Ei'story of Greek Mathemati'as, Cam'
britlge, 1884, p,134.

! This theorem is attributetl to the Pythagoreansby Proclus.
Cf. Gow, A Short Enstorg of Greek Mathemat'ics, p. 143' foot'
note.

Fi g . 4 .
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ing the theorem regarding the angle-sum of any
triangle by dividing it (by drawing the altitude)
into two right-angled triangles and completing the
rectangles corresponding to the parts so obtained.r
The same experiencesarise on many other occasions. If a surveyor walk round a polygonal piece
of land, he will observe,on arriving at the starting
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temporary of Gauss. If a draughtsman draw a triangle by successivelyturning his ruler round the interior angles,always in the samedirection (Fig. 6),
he will find on reachingthe first side again thatlf the
edge of his ruler lay toward the outside of the triangle on starting, it will now lie toward the inside.
In this procedure the ruler has swept out the in-

Elg .6 .

point. that he has performed a complete revolutio'tl,
consisting of four right angles. In the case of a
triangle, acco,rdingly,of the six right angles conslituting the interior and exterior angles (Fig. S)
tirere will remain, after subtracting the three exterior angles of revolution, a, b, c, two right angles
as the sum of the interior angles. This deduction
of the theorem was employed by Thibaut,'? a cont E"rk.t, Geschi,chteil,er Matkematdk, Leipeic, 1874, p. 96.
2Thibaut. Grwnilriss der reinen Matkematik, Giittingen, 1809,
o. 177. The obiections which nav be raisetl to this antl the
iollowius tletluctions fill be consitleredlater' [The same proof
is also eTvenby Playfair (1813). See Ifalstedrs translation of
Bolyaid ScdenbeAlisolute of Space' p, 67,-Tr.f

Fls' €'

terior angles of the tliangle in the same direction,
and in doing so has performed half a revolution.l
Tylor2 remarks that cloth or paper-folding may have
led to the same results. If we fold a triangular
piece of paper in the manner shown in Fig. 7, we
shall obtain a double rectangle,equal in area to onehalf the triangle, rvhere it will be seenthat the sum
of the angles of the triangle coinciding at o is two
r Noticetl by the writer of this article while
tlrawing.
.!Tylor, Antkropologg, An Introilwction to the Studg of Man,
ote., Geman trans., Brunswick, 1883, p. 383.
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right angles. Although some very astonishing results may be obtained by paper-folding,' it can
scarcelybe assumedthat these processeswere ftistoricaily very productive for geometry. The mate-

Flg. 7,

rial is of too limited application, and artisans eflployed with it have too little incentive to exact oF
servation.

the facts are to be representedwith g.reatexacrness,
the law of the lever and the theorem regarding the
angle-sum of a triangle have remained in as exact
accord with the facts as the inevitable errors of experimenting would lead us to expect; and the same
statementmay be made of all the consequences
that
have been based on these two laws as preliminary
assumptions.
Equal and similar triangles placed in paving
afongside one another lvith their basestn one and

ExpBnInsNtar- KNowLEDGEor Gaorrlntnv.
The knowledge that the angle-sum of the plane
triangle is equal to a deternr'inateqwantity, namely,
to two right angles, has thus been reachedby experience,not otherrvisethan the law of the lever or
Boyle and Mariotte's law of gases. It is true that
neither the unaided eye nor measurementswith the
most delicate instruments can demonstrate absolutely that the sum of the angles of a plane triangle
is eractly equal to two right angles. But the case
is preciselythe same with the law of the lever and
with Boyle's larv. A1l these theoremsare therefore
idealized and schematized experiences; for real
rSee. for eramplef Sundara Rowb Geonetric Eserci,sesin
Papir-hotddng. Ctiieigo: The Opeu Court Publishing Co'r 1901'

Fig. 8.
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cluding those of its bounding lines, will describe
equal paths. The same bounding line will furnish,
therefore, in any two different positions, a system
of two straight lines equolly distant from one another at all points, and the operation coincidently
vouchesfor the equality of the angles made by the
line of displacementon correspondingsides of the
two straight lines. The sum of the interior angles
on the same side of the line of displacementwas
consequentlydeterminedto be two right angles,and
thus Euclid's theoremof parallelswas reached.We
may add that the possibility of extending a pavenrent of this kind indefinitely, necessarilylent increasedobviousnessto this discovery. The sliding
of a triangle along a ruler has remainedto this day
the simplest and most natural method of drawing
parallel lines. It is scarcely necessaryto remark
that the theorem of parallels and the theorem of
the angle-sum of a triangle are inseparably connectedand representmerely different aspectsof the
same experience.
The stone masons above referred to must have
tilaity made the discovery that a regular hexagon
can be composedof equilateraltriangles. Thus resulted immediately the simplest instances of the
division of a circle into parts,-namely its division
into six parts by the radius, its division into three
parts, etc. Every carpenterknows instinctively and
almost without reflectionthat a beam of rectangular
symmetric cross-s6ltionmay, owing to the perfect
symmetry of the circle, be cut out from a cylindrical
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tree-trunk in an infinite number of different ways.
The edgesof the beam will all lie in the cylindrical
surface, and the diagonals of a section will pass
through the center. It was in this manner, according to Hankell and Tylor,, that the discovery was
probably rnade that all angles inscribed in a semicircle are right angles.
R6rB on Puvsrcer, ExprnrnNcns.

every point evokesthe mean of the space-sensations
of the neighboring points; every part, however
small, is similar to every other part, howevergreat.
But, though it has influencedthe definitionsof many
writers,a the geometer can accomplishlittle with
this physiologicalcharacterization. The visual image must be enriched by physical experienceconcerning corporeal objects, to be geometrically available. Let a string be fastenedby one extremity at A,
and let its other extremity be passedthrough a ring
fastenedat B. If we pull on the extremity at B,
we shall see parts of the string which before lay
betweenA and B pass out at B, while at the same
I Loa, cit,, pp. 206.207.
'Lot ci,t.
I Anschouu,ng.
'Duclid, Elernents, f., Defnition B.
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time tl-restring will approachthe form of a straight
line. A smallernumber of like parts of the string,
id,enticalbodies,sufficesto comPosethe straight line
joining A and R than to composea curved line.
It is erroneousto assertthat the straight line is
recognizedas the shortestline by mere aisualization.
It is quite true we can, so far as quality is concerned,
reproclucein imagination with perfect accuracyand
reliability, the simultaneous change of form and
length which the string undergoes. But this is
nothing more than a reviviscenceof a prior e*perience with bodies,-an etperirnent in thouglt't. The
mere passiae contemplation of space would never
lead to sucha result. Measurementis experienceinvolving a physical reaction,an experiment of superposition. Visualized or imagined lines having different directions and lengths cannot be applied to
one another forthwith. The possibility of such
a proceduremust be actually experiencedwith material objects accountedas unalterable. It is erroneousto attribute to animals an instinctive knowledge
of the straight line as the shortest distancebetween
two points. If a stimulus excites an animal's attention, and if the animal has so turned that its

isms of animals.
Further, visualizationalone'doesnot prove that
any two sides of a triangle are together greater
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than the third side. It is true that if the two sides
be laid upon the baseby rotation round the vertices
of the basalangles,it will be seenby an act of.imagination,alone that the two sideswith their free ends
moving in arcs of circles will ultimately overlap,
thus more than filling up the base. But we should
not have attained to this representationhad not the
procedure been actually witnessed in connection
with corporeal objects. Euclidl deducesthis truth
circuitously and artificially from the fact that the
greater side of every triangle is opposite to the
greater angle. But the source of our knowledge
here also is experience,-experienceof the mo,tion
of the side of a physical triangle; this sourcehas,
horvever,been laboriouslyconcealedby the form of
the deduction,-.n(l this not to the enhancement
of
perspicuityor brevity.
But the propertiesof the straight line are not exhaustedwith the precedingempirical truths. If a
wire of any arbitrary shape be laid on a board in
contactwith two upright nails, and slid along so as
to be always in contactwith the nails, the form and
position of the parts of the wire betweenthe nails
will be constantly changing. The straighter the
wire is, the slighterthe alterationwill be. A straight
wire submitted to the sameoperation slidesin itself.
Rotated round two of its own fixed points, a crooked
wire will keep constantlychanging its position,but
a straight wire will maintain its position,it will rot Euclirl, Elemcnts, Book f ,, Prop. 20.
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tate within itself.l When we define,now, a straight
line as the line which is completely determined by
two of its points, there is nothing in this concept
except the idealization of the empirical notion derived from the physical experiencementioned,-2
notion by no meansdirectly furnished by the physiological act of visualization.
The plane,like the straight line, is physiologically
characterizedby its simplicity. It appearsthe same
at all parts.'z Every point evokes the mean of the
space-sensations
of the neighboring points. Every
part, however small, is like every other part, however great. But experiencesgained in connection
with physicalobjectsare also required,if theseproperties are to be put to geometrical account. The
plane, like the straight line, is physiologically symmetrical with respectto itself, if it coincides with
the median plane of the body or stands at right
angles to the same. But to discover that symmetry
is a permanent geometrical property of the plane
and the straight line, both conceptsmust be given
es movable, unalterable physical objects. The
connectionof physiologicalsymmetry with metrical
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propertiesalso is in need ef
-specialmetrical demonstration.
Physically a plane is constructedby rubbing three
bodies together until three surfaces,A, B, C, are obta.ined,each of which exactly fits the others,-a 1*sult which can be accomplished,as Fig. g shows,
with neither convex nor co,ncavesurfaces,but with
plane surfaces only. The convexities and concavities are, in fact, removedby the rubbing. Similarly,
a truer straight line can be obtainedwith the aid of
an imperfect ruler, by first placing it with its ends
against the points A, B, then turning it through an
angle of r8o" out of its plane and again placing it
against A, B, afterwards taking the rnean between
the two lines so obtainedas a mo,reperfect straight
line, and repeating the operatiorr with the line last

Iitg. 0.

I Compare Euclid, Elements f., Deffnition 7.

obtained. Having by rubbing, produced a plane,
that is to say, a surface having the same form at
all poirfis and on both sides,experiencefurnishes aclditional results. Placing two such planes one on
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the other, it will be learned that the plane is dr'splaceableinto itself, and rotatable within itself, just
as a straight line is. A thread stretched between
any two points in the planefalls entirely within the
plane. A piece of cloth drawn tight across any
boundedportion of a planecoincideswith it. Hence
the plane representsthe minimum of surfacewithin
its boundaries. If the plane be laid on two sharp
points, it can still be rotated around the straight
line joining the points, but any third point outside
of this straight line fixes the plane, that is, deternrines it cornpletely.
In the letter to Vitale Giordanq above referred
to, Leibnitz makesthe frankest use of this experiencewith corporealobjects, when he del,nesa plane
as a surface which divides an unboundedsolid into
two congruent parts, and a straight line as a line
'w-hichdivides an unbounded plane into two congruent parts.'
If attention be directedto the symmetry of the
plane with respectto itself, and two points be assurfled,one on each side of it, each symmetrical to
the other, it will be found that every point in the
plane is equidistantfrom thesetwo points, and LeibrThe passagereatls literally: r'Et clifrculter absolvi poterit
demonstratio,nisi quis as.sumatuotionem rectre,qualis est qua
ogo uti soleo, quocl corpore aliquo duobus punctie immotil
revoluto locus omnium punctorum quiescentiumsit recta, vel
saltem quod recta sit linea secansplanum interminatum in duas
partes congruas; et plaxrm sit superficiessecanssolitlum interminatum in duas partes congrua!.t t For similar alefinitions,seg
for example, Halsted's Elements of Geotnetrg, 6th etlition.
New York, 1895, p, 9.-7. J, M6{,
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nitz's definitionof the plane is reached.l The uniformity and symmetry of the straight line and the
plane are consequences
of their being absolute minima of length and area respectively. For the
boundariesgiven the minimum must exist, no other
collateralcondition being involved. The minirnum
is unique, single in its kind; hence the symmetry
with respectto the bounding points. Owing to the
absolutenessof the minimum, every portion, however small, again exhibits the same minimal property; hencethe uniformity.
Elvrprnrcer,OnrcrN oF GEoMETRY.
Empirical truths organically connectedmay make
their appearance
independentlyof one another,and
doubtlesswere so discoveredlong beforethe fact of
their connectionwas known. But this does not preclude their being afterwardsrecognizedas involved
in, and determined by, one another, as being deducible from one another. For example, supposing
we are acquaintedwith the symmetry and uniformity of the straight lind and the plane, we easily
deduce that the interqectionof two planes is a
straight line, that any two points of the plane can
be joined by a straight line lying wholly within the
plane, etc. The fact that only a minimum of inconspicuous and unobtrusive experiencesis requisite
for such deductionsshould not lure us into the error of regarding this minimum as wholly superrlreibnitz, dn re
"geometrical characteristicrt' letter to Euygeus, Sept. 8, 1679 (Gerhardt, Ioc. cit., erste Abth^, Bd II.,

s.23).
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fluous, and of believing that visualization and reasoning are alone sulficient for the construction of
geometry.
Like the concrete visual images of the straight
line and the plane, so also our visualizationsof the
circle, the sphere, the cylinder, etc., are enriched
by metrical experiences,and in this manner first
renderedamenableto fruitful geometricaltreatment.
The same economicimpulse that prompts our children to retain only the typical featuresin their concepts and drawings, leads us also to the schematiaation and conceptualidealization of the images derived from our experience. Although we never
come across in nature a perfect straight line o,r an
exact circle, in our thinking we neverthelessdesignedly abstract from the deviations which thus
occur. Geometry,therefore, is concernedwith ideal
objects produced by the schematizationof erperiential objects. I have remarked elsewherethat it
is wrong in elementary geometrical instruction to
cultivate predominantlythe logical side of the subject, and to neglect to throw open to young students
'the wells of knowledge contained in experience. It
is gratifying to note that the Americans who are
less dominated than we by tradition, have recently
broken with this system and are introducing a sort
of experimental geon-retryas introductory to systematic geometric instruction.*
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*See the essays ancl books of Hanus, Campbell, Speer, Myers,
Hall ancl many othets noticecl in the revielvs of School Sci'cnce
anil, Mathematdos (Chicago) cluring the last few years.-?'. "I.
McC.

No sharp line can t'e drawn betweenthe instinctive, the technical, and the scientific acquisition of
geometricnotions. Generallyspeaking,we may say,
perhaps,that with division of labor in the industrial and economic fields, with increasing employment with very definite objects,the instinctive acquisition of knowledge falls into the background, and
the technical begins. Finally, when measuretnen't
becomesan aim, and businessin, itself, the connection obtaining between the various operations of,
measuring acquires a powerful econoruic interest,
and we reach the period of the scientific clevelopment of geometry, to u'hich we now proceed.
The insight that the measuresof geometry depend on one another, was reachedin divers ways.
After surfaces came to be measured by surfaces,
further progresswas almost inevitable. In a parallelogrammaticfield permitting a division into equal
partial parallelogrammaiic fields so that n rows of
partial fielclseach containingm fields lay alongside
one another, the connting of these fields was unnecessary. By rnultiplying together the numbers
measuringthe sides,the area of the field was founcl
to be equal to mn such fielcls,and the area of each
of the two triangles formed by drawing the diagona1 was readily discovereclto be equal fs W 5!gl1
fields. This was the first and simplestapplicationof

j
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arithmetic to geometry. Coincidently, the depende.rrceof measuresof area on other measures,linear
and angular, was discovered. The area o,f a rectangle was found to be larger than that of an oblique parallelogramhaving sidesof the samelength;
the area, consequently,dependednot only on the
length of the sides,but also on the angles. On the
other hand, a rectangle constructed of strips of
wood running parallel to the base,can, as is easily
seen, be converted by displacement into any parallelogram of the sameheight and basewithout altering its area. Quadrilateralshaving their sidesgiven
are still undeterminedin their angles,as every carpenter knows. He adds diagonals, and converts
his quadrilateral into triangles, which, the sidesbeing given, are rigid, that is to say, are unalterable
as to their anglesalso.
With the perceptionthat measureswere dependent on one another, the real problem of geometry
was introduced. Steiner has aptly and justly entitled his principal work "Systematic Development
of the Dependenceof GeometricalFigures on One
Anbther."t In Snell's original but unappreciated
treatise on Elementary Geometry, the problem in
questionis made obvious evento the beginner.2
A plane physical triangle is constructedof wires.
If one of the sides be rotated around a vertex, so as
to increasethe interior angle at that point, the side

By experiencesof this character,we are conducted
to the truth that of the six metrical magnitudesdiscoverablein a triangle (three sidesand three angles)
three, including at least one side,sufficeto determine
the triangle. If. one angle only be given among the
parts determining the triangle, the angle in question
must be either the angle included by the given sides,
or that which is opposite to the greater side,-at
least if the determination is to be unique. Having
reachedthe perceptionthat a triangle is determined
by three sidesand that its form is independentof its
position, it follows that in an equilateraltriangle all
three angles and in an isoscelestriangle the two
angles opposite the equal sides, must be equal, in

r J. Steiuer, Systematd,gche
Entwichlumg iler Abhiingdgkeit ilcr
g oometri*chen Gestolten'It on einander.
'Snell, Lehrbuch iler Geometrda,Leipaie, 1869.

r The lrhole construction of the Euclirlean geometry shows
traces of this founalatiou. It is still more conspicuousin the
"geometric characteristic" of Leibnitz already msntioned.
We sbell revort to this topic lator.

moved will be seen to change its position and the
side oppositeto grow larger with the angle. New
piecesof wire besidesthose before present will be
required to completethe last-mentionedside. This
and other similar experiments can be repeated in
thought, but the mental experiment is never anything more than a copy of the physical experiment.
The mental experimentwould be impossibleif physical experiencehad not antecedently led us to a
knowledge of. spatiolly unalterable physical bodies,'
-to the concept of measure.
THr GpolrETRYoF rHB Tnrar.rcr-p.
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whatever manner the angles and sides may depend
on one another. This is logically certain. But the
empirical foundation on which it rests is for that
reasonnot a whit more superfluousthan it is in the
analogouscasesof physics.
The mode in which the sides and angles depend
on one another is, naturally, first recognizedin special instances. In computing the areasof rectangles
and of the triangles formed by their diagonals. the
fact must have been noticed that a rectanglehaving
sides 3 and 4 units in length gives a right-angled
triangle having sides, 3, 4, and 5 units in length.
Rectangularitywas thus shown to be connectedwith
a definite, rational ratio between the sides. The
knowledge of this truth was employed to stake off
right angles, by means of three connected ropes
respectively3, 4, and 5 units in length.l The equation 32* 4' :5', the analogueof which was proved
to be valicl for all right-angled triangles having sides
of lengths o, b, c (the general formula being
a" + b' : 62),now riveted the attention. It is well
known how profoundlythis relationentersinto metrftal geometry, and how all indirect mgasurements
of distancemay be traced back to it. We shall endeavor to disclosethe foundation of this relation.
It is to be remarked first that neither the Greek
geometrical nor the Hindu arithmetical deductions
of the so-calledPytlcagoreanTheorem could avoid
the considerationof areas. One essentialpoint on
__r C-a-ntor,Gesahi,chted.er Mathematr,k, Leipsic, 1880. L, pp.
53. 56.
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which all the deductionsrest and which appearsmore
or less distinctly in different forms in all of them, is
the following. If a triangle,a, b, c (Fig. ro) be slid
along a short distance in its own plane, it is as-

Fig. 10.

sunredthat the spacewhich it leavesbehind is compensatedfor by the new spaceon which it enters.
That is to say, the areaswept out by tzao of.the sides
during the displacementis equal to the area swept
out by the third, side. The basis of this conception
is the asstrmptionof the conseruationof thc area of
the triangle. If we considera surfaceas a body of
very minute but unvarying thicknessof third dimension (which for that reason is uninfluential in the
present connection), we shall again have the conseraation.of the ztolume of bod,iesas our fundamental assumption. The same conceptionmay be
applied to the translation of a tetrahedron, but it
doesnot lead in this instanceto new points of view.
Conservationof volume is a property which rigid
and liquid bodiespossessin common, and was idealized by the old physics as impenetrability. In the
case of rigid bodies, we have the aclditional attribute that the distancesbetween all the parts are
preserved,while in the case of liquids, the proper-
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ties of rigid Mies exist only for the smallest time
and spaceelements.
If an oblique-angled triangle having the sides
a, b, and c be displaced in the direction of the side
b, only o and c will, by the principle above stated,
describeequivalent parallelograms,which are alike
in an equal pair of parallel sides on the sameparallels. If a make with D a right angle, and the triangle be displaced at right angles to c, the distance
c, the side c will describethe square c2, while the
two other sides will describe parallelograms the
combinedareasof which are equal to the area of the

Flg. 11,

square. But the two parallelograms are, by the ob
servation which just precedes,equivalent respectively
to a2 and b2,-and with this the Pythagorean theorem is reached.
The same result 4nay also be attained ( Fig. r r )
by first sliding the triangle a distance a at right angles to a, and then a distance b'at right angles to
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b, where a" + b' will be equal to the sum of
the surfacesswept out by c, which is obviously c,.
Taking an oblique-angledtriangle, the sameprocedure just as easily and obviously gives the more general proposition, c" - 62{ b' - zabcosy.
The dependenceof the third side of the triangle
on the two other sides is accordingly determinedby
the area of the enclosedtriangle; or, in our conception, by a condition involving volume. It will also
be directly seen that the equations in question express relations of area. It is true that the angle included between two of the sides may also be regarded as determinativeof the third side, in which
case the equations will aparently assume an entirely different form.
Let us look a little more closely at these different
measures. If the extremities of two straight lines
of lengths a and b meet in a point, the length of the
line c joining their free extremities will be included
betweendefinitelimits. .We shall have c7a*b,
Visualizationalone cannot inform
and c7 a-b.
us of this fact; we can'learn it only from erperimenting in thought,-a procedure which both reposeson physical experienceand repro'ducesit. This
will be seen by holding a fast, for example, and
turning b, first, until it forms the prolongation of o,
and, secondly,until it coincideswith o. A straight
line is primarily a unique concreteimage characterized by physiological properties,-an image which
we have obtained from a ph"ysicalbody of a definite
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specificcharacter,which in the form of a string or
wire of indefinitely small but constant thicknessinterposesa minimum of aolume between the positions of its extremities,-which can be accomplished
only in one uniqwel"t-determinedmanner. If several straight lines pass through a point, we distinguish between them physiologically by their directions. But in abstract space obtained by metrical
experienceswith physical objects, differencesof di=
rection do n'ot exist. A straight line passing
through a point can be completelydeterminedin abstract space only by assigning a second pkysical
point on it. To definea straight line as a line which
is constant in direction, or an angle as a difrerence
betzueen d,irections, or parallel straight lines as
straight lines having the same direction, is to define
theseconceptsphysiologically.
TnB MBIsuREMENToF THE Aucr,B.
Different methods are at our disposal when we
cometo characterizeor determinegeometrically an'
gles which are visually given. An angle is determined when the distance is assignetlbetween any
two fixed points lying each on a seParateside of
the angle outside the point of intersection. To render the definition uniform, points situated at the
same fixed and invariable distancefrom the vertex
might be chosen. Tht inconveniencethat then equimultiples of a given angle placed alongsideone another in the same plane with their vertices coinci-
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dent, would not be measuredby the same equimultiples of the distancebetweenthose points, is the reason that this method of determining angleswas not
introduced into elemertary geometry.l A simpler
measure,a simpler characterizationof an angle, is
obtained by taking the aliquot part of the circwmference or the area of a circle which the angle intercepts when laid in the plane of the circle with its
vertex at the center. The conventionhere involved
is more convenient.2
In employing an arc of a circle to determine an
angle, we are again merely measuring a volume,viz., the volume occupied by a body of simple definite form introduced between two points on the
arms of the angle equidistant from the verterc. But
a circle can be characterizedby simple rectilinear
distances. It is a matter of perspicuity,of immediacy, and of the facility and convenienceresulting
therefrom, that two measures,viz., the rectilinear
measure of length and the angular measure, are
principally employed as fundamental measures,and
that the others are derived from them. It is in no
sensenecessary. For example (Fig. tz), it is possible without a specialangular measureto determine
the straight line that cuts another straight line at
right angles by making all its points equidistant
from two points in the first straight line lying at
equal distancesfrorn the point of intersection. The
..r+.clo.seJyallietl principle of measurementis, however, ap.
plre(l rD tngonometry.
! So also the superfcial portion of a sphere intercepted by the
inclucling planer it usetl ai the meaeure-of a oolid an^gle.
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bisector of an angle can be determined in a quite
similar manner, and by continued bisection an
angular unit can be derived of any smallnesswe
wish. A straight line parallel to another straight

Ftg. 12.

line can be defined as one, all of whose points can
be translatedby congruent curved or straigltt paths
into points of the first straight line.'
LBNcrn As rHE FuxoeuBnrar, Measunp.
It is quite possible to start with the straight
length alone as our fundamental measure. I*t a
fixed physical point o be given. Another point, tm,
has the distancero from the first point. Then this
last point can still lie in any part of the spherical
surface described about o with radius ro. If we
know still a secondfixed point b, from which z is
removed by the distance ro, tlte triangle abm will
I ff this form hacl been adopted, the cloubtr as to the Euclidean theorem of parallels woukl probably have risen much later.
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be rigid, determined; but m can still revolve round
in the circle describedby the rotation of the triangle
around the axis ob. If now the point zr be held fast
in any position, then also the whole rigid body to
which the three points in question, a, b, m, belong
will be fixed.
A point rn is spatially determined, accordingly,
by the distancesf ot f b, r" from at least three fixed
points in space,a, b, c. But this determination is
still not unique, for the pyramid with the edges
f otf btr"rinthe vertex of which tnlies, can be constructed as well on the one as on the other side of
the plane a, b, c, If we were to fix the side, say by
a specialsign, we should be resorting to a pkysiological determination, for geornetrically the two sides
of the plane are not different. If the point m is to
be uniquely determined, its distance, r4, from L
fourth pnint, d,lying outsidethe plane abc, must in
addition be given. Another point, n{, is determined
with like completenessby four distances,r'., r'0,
r'r, r'd. Flence, the distance of m from tn' is also
given by this determination. And the same holds
true of any number ol other points as severally determined by four distances. Between four points

- t )' :6
+
'"'( +
1.2

distancesare conceivable,and pre-

cisely this number must be given to determine the
form of the point complex. For 4 * z: m points,
6* +z or 4n- ro distancesare neededfor the cletermination, while a still larger number, viz.,
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n @-t)
distancesexist. so that the excessof the
r.2
distancesis also coincidently determined.*
If we start from three points and prescribethat
the distancesof all points to be further determined
shall hold for one side only of the plane determined
by the three points, then Sn - 6 distanceswill suffice to determinethe form, magnitude, and position
of a system of m points with respect to the three
initial points. But if there be no condition as to the
side of the plane to be taken,-a condition which
involves sensuousand physiological, but not abstract metrical characteristics,-the system of
points, instead of the intended form and position,
may assumethat symmetrical to the first, or be combined of the points of both. Symmetric geometrical
figures are, owing to our symmetric physiological
organizutionr ver/ easily taken to be identical,
whereas ruetrically and physically they are entirely
different. A screw with its spiral winding to the
right and one with its spiral winding to the left, two
bodies rotating in contrary directions, etc., appear
very much alike to the eye. But we are for this reason not permitted to regard them as geometrically
or physically equivalent. Attention to this fact
rvould avert many paradoxical questions. Think
only of the trouble that such problems gave Kant !
rFor an interesting attempt to fountl both the Euclidean
and non-Euclitl6an geometrics on the pure notion of tlistance,
see De filly, ( r Essai sur l€s principes fondamoutaur de la
g6om6trie et de la m6eaniquel' (Mdmodres ila lo Boai6t6 ila
Borileawa, 1880).
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Sensuousphysiological attributes are determined by
relationship to our bod,y, to a corporeal system of
specific constitution; while metrical attributes are
determined by relations to the world of physical
bodies at large. The latter can be ascertainedonly
by experiments of coincidence,-by measurements.
Vor-uMs tHB Besrs or MeesunEMENT.
As we see, every geometrical measurement is at
bottom redtrcible to measurements oI aolumes, to
the enumeration of bodies. Measurements of
lengths, like measurementsof areas, repose on the
oomparison of the volumes of very thin strings,
sticks, and leavesof constantthickness. This is not
at variance rvith the fact that measuresof area may
be arithmetically derived from measuresof length,
or solid measuresfrom measuresof length alone,or
from these in combination with measuresof area.
This is merely proof that different measuresof volume are dependenton one another. To ascertain
the forms of this inteidependenceis the fund,arnental object of geometry, as it is the province of arithmetic to ascertainthe manner in which the various
numerical operations,or ordinative activities of the
mind, are connectedtogether.
Tne Vrsuer- SENsErN GEoMETRY.
It is extremely probable that the experilnces of
the visual sensewer€ the causeof the rapidity with
which geometry developed. But our great famil-
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iarity with the properties of rays of light gainvd
from the present advanced state of optical technique, should not mislead us into regarding our
erperimental hnozuledgeof rays of light as the
principal foundation of geornetry. Rays of light in
dust or smoke-ladenair furnish admirableaisualizations of. straight lines. But we can derive the metrical properties of straight lines from rays of light
just as little as we can derive them from imaged
straight lines. For this purpose experienceswith
physicalobjectsare absolutelynecessary. Theropestretching of the practical geometers is certainly
older than the use of the theodolite. But once
knowing the physical straight line, the ray of light
furnishesa very distinct and handy meansof reaching new points of view. A blind man could scarcely
have invented modern synthetic geometry. But the
oldest and the most powerfril of the experienceslying at the basisof geometry are just as accessibleto
the blind man, through his senseof touch, as they
are to the personwho can see. Both are acquainted
with the spatial permanencyof bodies despitetheir
mobility; both acquire a conception of aolume by
taking hold of. objects. The creator of primitive
geometry disregards, first instinctively and then
intentionally and consciously,those physical properties that are tlnessentialto his operations and that
for the moment do not concern him. In this manner, and by gradual growth, the idealized concepts
of geometry arise on the basis of experience.
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Our geometrical knowledge is thus derived from
various sources. We are plrtlsiologically acquainted,
from direct visual and tactual contact, with many
and various spatial forms. With these are associated physical (metrical) experiences (involving
comparison of the space-sensations
evoked by different bodiesunder the same circumstances),which
experiencesare in their turn also but the expressions of other relations obtaining between sensations. These diverse orders of experienceare so
intimately interwoven with one another that they
can be separatedonly by the most thoroughgoing
scrutiny and analysis. Hence originate the widely
divergent views concerning geornetry. Here it is
basedon pure visualization(Anschauung),there on
physical experience,according as the one or the
other factor is overrated or disregarded. But both
factors entered into the developmentof geometry
and aie still active in it to-day; for, as we have
seen, geometry by no mean6 exclusively employs
purely metrical concepts.
If we were to ask an unbiased,candid personunder what form he pictured space,referred, for example, to the Cartesian system of co-ordinates,he
would doubtlesssay: I have the image of a system
of rigid (form-fixed), transparent,penetrable,contiguous cubes, having their bounding surfaces
marked only by nebulous visual and tactual per-
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cepts,-a species of phantom cubes. Over and
through these phantom constructionsthe real bodies or their phantom counterpartsmove, conserving
their spatial permanency (as above defined),
whether we are concernedwith practical or theoretical geometry, or phoronomy. Gauss's famous investigation of curved surfaces,for instance,is really
concerned with the application of infinitely thin
laminate and hence flexible bodies to one another.
That diverse orders of experience have co-oP
erated in the formation of the fundamental concep
tions under consideration,cannot be gainsaid.
TnB FuNoAMENTALFecrs eNo CoNcppts.
Yet, varied as the special experiencesare frorn
which geometry has sprung, they may be reducedto
a minimum of facts: Movable bodies exist having
definite spatial permanency,-viz., rigid bodies exas follows:
ist. But the movability is characterized
the same
in
not
all
w,edraw from a point three lines
plane but otherwise undetermined. By three movements along these straight lines any point can be
reached from any other. Hence, three me'asurements or dimensions,physiologicallyand metrically
characterizedas the simplest, are sufficient for all
spatial determinations. These are the fundamental
facts.'
The physical miitrical experiences,like all experir The historical clevelopmentof this conception will be con'
sialeretl in another plaee.
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ences forming the basis of experimental sciences,
are conceptualized,-idealized. The need of representing the facts by simple perspicuous concepts
under easy logical control, is the reason for this.
Absolutely rigid, spatially invariable bodies, perfect straight lines and planes,no more exist than a
perfect gas or a perfect liquid. Nevertheless,deferring the considerationof the deviations, we prefer to work, and we also work more readily, with
these conceptsthan with others that conform more
closely to the actual properties of the oblects. Theoretical geometry does not even need to consider
thesedeviations,inasmuchas it assumesobjectsthat
fulfil the requirementsof the theory absolutely,just
as theoreticalphysicsdoes. But in practical geometry, where we are concernedwith actual objects,
we are obliged,as in practicalphysics,to co,nsider
the deviations from the tl-reoreticalassumptions.
But geometry has still the advantage that every
deviation of its objects from the assumptionso,f the
theory zahick may be d,ctectedcan be renooaed,;
whereas physics for obvious reasons cannot construct more perfect gases than actually exist in
nature. For, in the latter case, we are concerned
not with a single arbitrarily constructible spatial
property alone,but with a relation (occurring in nature and independentof our will) betweenpressure,
volume, and temperature.
The choice of the concepts is suggestedby the
facts; yet, seeingthat this choice is the outcome of
our aoluntary reproduction of the facts in thought,
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some free scope is left in the matter. The impor_
tance of the concepts is estimated by their range
of application. t'tris is why the coircepts of the
straight line and the plane are placed in the fore_
glo:nd, for every geometrical object can be split up
with sufficient approximateness into elements
bounded by planes and straight lines. The par_
ticular properties of the straight line, plane, etc.,.
which we decide to emphasize,are matters of our
own free choice, and this truth has found expres_
sion in the various definitions that have been jiven
of the sameconcept.l
ExprnrltplTrNc

rN Trroucrrr.

The fundamental truths of geometry have thus,
unquestionably,been derived from physical experi_
ence, if only for the reason that our visualizations
and sensationsof space are absolutely inaccessible
to measurementand cannot possibly be made the
subject of metrical experience. But it is no less indubitable that when the relations connecting.our
vlsualizations of space with the simplest metrical
experienceshave been made familiar, then geomet_
rical facts can be reproducedwith great faciiity and
certainty in the imagination alone,-that is by purely
mental erperiment. The very fact that a continuous
change in our space-sensation
correspondsto a con_
tinuous metrical change in physical bodies, enables
I
. Compqqg for example, the dgfinitions of the etraight line
given by Euclid and by Aichimeiles. .- -
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us to ascertain by imagination alone the particular
metrical elementsthat dependon one another.
Now,
if such metrical elementsare observed
to enter dif_
ferent constructionshaving different positions
in precisely the same manner, then the Letricar
results
will be regarded as equal. The case
of the isosceles and equilateral triangles, above
mentioned,
may serve as an example. The geometric
nental
experiment has advantageover the physical,
only in
the respect that it can be perfor*ed *ith
far simpler experiencesand with such as have
been more
easily and almost unconsciouslyacquired.
Our sensuous imagings
visualizations of
""a
spaceare qualitatiae, not quantitative
nor metrical.
We derive from them coincidencesand differences
of extension,but never real magnitudes.
Conceivg
for example,
fig. 13, a coin ,oiing clockwise down
ano around the rim of another fixed
coin of the
same size, without sliding. Be our imagination
as
vivid as it will, it is impoisible by a pure
feat of re_
productive imagery alone, to jetermine
here the
angle describedin a full revolution.
But if it be
consideredthat at the beginning of tfr.
rnotion-ti.
radii a, o' lie in one straight line, but
that after a
quarter revolution the radii b, b, Iie
in a straight
Iine, it will be seenat once that the radius
al now
points
lgrtigally upwards and has consequentlyperformed h:alf a revolution. Themeasure
of the rev_
olution is obtained from metrical concepts,
which
fix idealized experienceson definite physical
objects, but the d,irection of the revolution
is retained
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in the senEuous imagination. The metricat concepts simply determine that in equal circles equal
angles are subtended by equal arcs, that the radii
to the point of contact lie in a straight line, etc.

X'lg. 13.

If I picture to myself a triangle with one of its
angles increasing, I shall also see the side opposite
the angle increasing. The impression thus arises
that the interdependencein question follows a pri,ori
from a feat of imagination alone. But the imagination has here merely reproduceda fact of experience.
Measureof angle and measureof side are two physn:o/ concepts afplicable to the sarmefact,-concepts
that have grown so familiar to us that they have
co,rne to be regarded as merely two diff.erent at-
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tributes of the same imaged group of facts, and
hence appear as linked together of sheer necessity.
Yet we should never have acquired these concepts
without physical experience.
The combined action of the sensuousimagination with idealized concepts derived from experience is apparent in every geometrical deduction.
Let us consider, for example, the simple theorem
that the perpendicularbisectorsof the sides of a triangle ABC meet in a common point. Experiment
and imagination both doubtlessled to the theorem.
But the more carefully the construction is executed,
the more one becomesconvincedthat the third perpendicular does not pass exactly through the point
of intersectionof the first two, and that in any actual construction,therefore, three points of intersection will be found closely adjacent to one another.
For in reality neither perfect straight lines nor perfect perpendicularscan be drawn; nor can the latter be erectedexactly at the midpoints; and so on.
Only on the assdmption of these ideal conditions
does the perpendicular bisector of. AB contain all
points equally distant fuom A aru7R, and the perp€ndicular bisector of BC all points equidistant from
B and C. From rvhich it follows that the point of
intersectionof the two is equidistant from A, B, and.
C, and by reason of its equidistancef.rom A and C
is also a point of the third perpendicular bisector,
of.AC. The theoremassertstherefore that the more
accurately the assumptionsare fulfilled the more
nearly will the three points of intersectioncoincide.
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KeNds TnnonY'
The importance of the combined action of the
sensuousimagination [viz., of the Anschutung or
intuition so called] and of concepts,will doubtless
have been rendereclclear by these examples' Kant
says: "Thoughts without contents are empty, intuitions without conceptsare blind."l Possibly we
might more apPropriatelysay: "Concepts without
intuitions are blind, intuitions without conceptsare
lame." For it would appearto be not so absolutely
correct to call intuitions [viz', sensuousimages]
blind and concepts empty. When Kant further
says that "there is in every branch of natural knowleclgeonly so much scienceas there is mathematics
containeclin it,"' one might possibly also assert of
all sciences
, including mathematics,"that they are
only in so far sciencesas they operate with concepis." For our logical mastery extends only to
thtse conceptsof which we have ourselvesdetermined the contents.
,
Tnr

PnBseur Fonrvr or GeolrBtnY'

The two facts that bodies are rigid and movable
would be sufficient for an understanding of any
geometricalfact, no matter how complicated,-sufficient, that is to say, to derive it from the two facts
-ldffaq

reinenv"arnunft,1787,p' 75' Mar Mlillerto

translation, 2ntl etl., 1896, P. 41.
Anfangsgriinile iler Noturuisacnsclwft'
' Metophgsdsahe
oort,
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mentioned. But geometry is obliged, both in its
own interestsand in its r6le as an auxiliary science,
as well as in the pursuit of practical ends,to answer
questions that recur repeatedQ in the same form.
Now it would be uneconomical,in such a contingency, to begin each time with the most elementary
facts and to go to the bottom of each new casethat
presenteditself. It is preferable, rather, to select
a few simple, familiar, and indubitable theorems,in
our choice of which caprice is by no means excluded,l and to formulate from these, once for all,
for application to practical ends, general propositions answering the questionsthat most frequently
recur. From this point of view we understandat
once the fornr, geometryhas assumed,-the emphasis, for example,that it lays upon its propositions
concerningtriangles. For the purpose designated
it is desirable to collect the most general possible
propositionshaving the widest range of application.
From history we know that propositions of this
character have been obtained by embracing various
special cases of knowledge under single general
cases. We are forced even today to resort to this
procedure when we treat the relationship of two
geometrical figures, or when the different special
casesof form and position cornpelus to modify our
modes of deduction. We may cite as the most familiar instance of this in elementarygeometry, tl're
r Zin<ller. Zur Theorie iler mathemattschen Erkenntniss.
Si,tzungsberichteder Wdener Akailemte. Pktlos-kiator. Abth.
Bd. r18. 1889.
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mode of deducing the relation obtaining between
angles at the centre and angles at the circumference'
IJnrvnnser- Vnr-rortY.
Kroman'has put the question,Why do we regard
a demonstration made with a special figure (a special triangle) as universally valid for all figures?
and finds his answer in the suppositionthat we are
able by rapid variations to' impart all possibleforms
to the figure in thought and so co'nvinceourselves
of the admissibility of the same mode of inference
in all special cases. History and introspection declare this idea to be in all essentialscorrect. But
we may not assume, as Kroman does, that in each
special case every individual student of geometry
acquiresthis perfect comprehension"with the rapidity of lightning," and reaches immediately the
lucidity and intensity of geometric conviction in
question. Frequently the required operationis absolutely impracticable,and errors prove that in other
.m.i it was actually not performed but that the inqirirer rested content with a conjecture based on
analogy."
But that which the individual does not or cannot
achieve in a jiffy, he may achieve in the course of
his life. Whole generations labor on the verification of geometry. And the conviction of its certitude is unquestionably strengthened by their collecrtlwera Noturerkenntn'iss.
1883,pp. 74 of seq'
Copeuhagen,
t lloelcler, Anschauung wnd Denke* in der Geo'rnetrie
, p' L2'
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tive exertions. I once knew an otherwise excellent
teacher who compelledhis students to perform all
their demonstrations with incorrect figures, on the
theory that it was the logical connection of the concepts,not the fignre, that was essential. But the experiences imbedded in the concepts cleave to our
sensuousimages. Only the actually visualized or
imaged figure can tell us what particular concepts
are to be employed in a given case. The method
of this teacher is admirably adapted for rendering
palpablethe degreeto which logical operationsparticipate in reaching a given perception. But to employ it habitually is to miss utterly the truth that
abstract conceptsdraw their ulitmate power from
sensuoussources.

